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Introduction
• Market Regulations—Efficiency, Standard Setting, Protection to

Consumers.

• Competition—Important for the Functioning of Markets.
– spur investments, innovations, and productivity

– ensures a variety of quality products and services at cheaper prices

– ensures economic growth, help in curbing poverty and inequality

• Example
– For instance, a recent study from Mexico on two markets, i.e., mobile telecom and corn

products, shows that an increase in competition from 4 to 12 firms in the mobile telecom
industry and reducing the market share of the oligopoly in corn products from 31.2 percent to
7.8 percent result in a combined reduction of poverty headcount by 0.8 percentage points
together with a decline of 0.32 points in the Gini coefficient.

• Non-competitive Behavior—if firms with market power are raising their prices, limiting
sales, or charging discriminatory prices, the firms are deemed as guilty of non-competitive practices
or has a dominant position.

– low investment rate in the country

– efficiencies associated with economies of scale

– firms’ crowding out of existing or potential competitors

– increased merger or acquisition activities

– licensing requirements for entry into a market, inappropriate government policies, or the power
of vested interest to block necessary reforms



Introduction

• Competition Policy—is presumed to prohibit such behaviors. competition

policy incorporates the structures that governments have in place for the regulation of

markets and monopolies

– CP aims to: prevent growth of monopoly power;

– prevent abuse of monopoly power and restrictive trading practices;

– investigate suspected abuses of monopoly power and recommend policy decision;

– and reduce barriers to entry and keep markets contestable.

• Our Motivation—In this article, we provide stylized facts about market

competition in Pakistan, and what is the purpose and structure of Competition

Commission of Pakistan, and what it has achieved so far, given its organizational

capabilities and jurisdictions.



Stylized Facts about Competition and Markets in Pakistan

• Markets in Pakistan are not competitive

• Controlled by lobbies

• Poor organization with negligible levels of competitive practices are
prevailed in the marketplace.

• High market concentration which renders economic or market
powers only to the few--so-called 22 families and the military.

• Bertelsmann Stiftung’s Transformation Index
• According to Bertelsmann Stiftung’s Transformation Index (BTI) Index,

Pakistan remains among the ‘functional flaws’ group of countries in terms
of overall Organization of the Market and Competition.

• In terms of Market Organization, the situation has been worsened since
2006 as the status of the country has been deteriorated from ‘functional
flaws’ group of countries in 2006 to the group of ‘poorly functioning’
countries in 2020.

• In terms of Competition Policy, Pakistan has been persistent since 2006 as
the country remains in the list of ‘poorly functioning’ countries since 2006.

• Though, in terms of Trade Liberalization and Banking System, the country
is performing a bit better by being in the group of ‘functioning’ countries,
but it is still lower than the advanced countries in terms of these
characteristics.



BTI Index: Comparison 
with Comparable 
Countries

• BTI Index Ranges from 1 
to 10

• Score of 8 & above—
Developed

• Score between 7 and 8 
means functioning 
economy

• Score between 5 and 7 
means Functional Flaws 
Group

• Score between 3 and 5 
means Poorly Functional 
Group

• Score below 3 implies 
Rudimentary Status

Year Country Organization 

of the Market 

and 

Competition 

 Market 

Organization  

Competition 

Policy 

Liberalization 

of Foreign 

Trade 

Banking 

System 

2020 Bangladesh 

  

5.8 5 6 7 5 

2006 5.8 5 7 7 4 

2020 China 

  

6.8 6 7 8 6 

2006 5 4 5 7 4 

2020 India 

  

6.5 6 7 7 6 

2006 6.25 6 6 6 7 

2020 Malaysia 

  

7.5 7 7 7 9 

2006 6.25 7 5 6 7 

2020 Pakistan 

  

5.3 4 4 7 6 

2006 5.5 5 4 6 7 

2020 Sri Lanka 

  

6.5 7 5 7 7 

2006 8.25 8 9 8 8 

2020 Thailand 

  

6.3 5 5 7 8 

2006 7.75 7 7 9 8 

2020 Turkey 

  

7.8 7 7 8 9 

2006 7 7 7 7 7 

 



  2018-19 2013-14 2007-08 

Property rights 110 122 92 

Irregular payments and bribes 102 123  - 

Judicial independence 80 55 79 

Favoritism in decisions of government officials 62 130 83 

Burden of government regulation 64 82 70 

Efficiency of legal framework in settling disputes 83 112  - 

Intensity of local competition 120 79 105 

Extent of market dominance 71 77 84 

Effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy 70 85 66 

Effect of taxation on incentives to invest 85 82  - 

No. procedures to start a business 125 116 85 

No. days to start a business 93 91 39 

Prevalence of trade barriers 106 92 95 

Prevalence of foreign ownership 112 121 64 

Burden of customs procedures 93 91 82 

Trade tariffs, % duty 135 142 110 

Capacity for innovation 129 49 71 

 

  2019 2018 2016 2014 2012 2010 2008 

Bangladesh 105 99 107 110 108 106 107 

China 28 27 28 29 26 29 34 

India 68 40 55 60 56 49 48 

Indonesia 50 36 37 38 46 54 54 

Malaysia 27 23 18 24 21 24 21 

Nepal 108 88 100 117 125 125 114 

Pakistan 110 115 126 133 118 101 92 

Sri Lanka 84 85 68 65 52 79 70 

Turkey 61 53 51 44 59 61 53 

 

GCR Report 2019

GCI Index

Pakistan is ranked at 110 out 

of 141 countries on the GCI.

Ranking in:

Institutions:107th

Infrastructure: 105th

ICT Adoption: 131st

Mac Econ. Stability: 116th

Health: 115th

Skills: 125th

Product Market: 126th

Labor Market: 120th

Financial System: 99th

Market Size: 29th

Business Dynamism: 52nd

Innovation Capacity: 129th



Stylized Facts about Competition and Markets in Pakistan

• Reasons

– Corruption, Ambiguous Tax System, Political Instability, Financial Constraints,
Inadequate Infrastructure, Poor Capacity to Innovate, Managed Float Exchange Rate,
Excessive Protection, Lack of Efficient and Transparent Competition laws, Poor Contract
Enforcement are the main hurdles that dampen competitive economic activities in
Pakistan.

– Domestic competition is constrained by structural regulatory barriers to entry, market
dominance by few firms, lack of effective competition policies etc.

– Likewise, the level of foreign competition is low due to incidences of trade barriers
which are still relatively higher. Moreover, the trade barriers indirectly affect domestic
competition by curbing the availability of inputs or making it more costly.

• Consequences

• Market constraints are causing deterioration to the formal sector, with around 70 percent
of firms are classified as small

• If we compare Pakistan with other comparable countries, we have only 8 percent of
Pakistani firms as ‘large’ compared with 54 percent in Sri Lanka, 52 percent in Indonesia,
and 47 percent in Thailand.

• Hope Amid Despair

– Due to recent digitalization and some other improvements in business regulations,
Pakistan climbed 28 places and rose to a rank of 108 in the global ease of doing business
rankings 2020 from 136 in 2019

– Still, a lot needs to be done in order to reap the potential benefits of a competitive private
sector. For instance, we are still poor in terms of the intensity in local competition,
number of procedures to start a business, trade barriers, or capacity to innovate etc.



Competition Commission of Pakistan

• CCP—An independent quasi-regulatory and quasi-judicial body that helps to ensure healthy 
competition between companies for economic efficiency—Established in 2007 under the 
Competition Ordinance 2007—Later Passed as the Competition Act in Oct. 2010.

• Purpose

– To provide for a legal framework to create a business environment based on healthy 
competition for improving economic efficiency, developing competitiveness, and 
protecting consumers from anti-competitive practices.

– Before CO, there was Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices (Control and 
Prevention) Ordinance’ (MRTPO) 1970. It was inadequate given the new trends in 
Market.

– The MCA was not able to meet the expectations of businesses and the consumers due to 
several limitations in the law. 

– The first-generation reforms with regard to liberalization and private sector required a 
competition policy that could promote and protect competition and innovation. 

• Functions

– Prohibit abuse of Dominant Position; 

– restrict certain types of anti-competitive agreements; 

– control deceptive market practices; 

– reviews mergers of undertakings that could result in a significant lessening of 
competition.

• Instruments—carrot and stick” approach—Advocacy;  Voluntary Compliance; the law 
provides for higher fines combined with imprisonment for non-compliance



Dominant Position

• Section 3 of CO

– Prohibit the Abuse of Dominant Position—the Abuse comprises practices such as 

predatory pricing, tie-ins, boycotting and refusal to deal etc.

– Opposed to the MRTPO, the CO does not seek to curb or reduce a dominant 

position; it prohibits the abuse of dominance. 

– Although it provides a threshold in terms of market share beyond which there is a 

presumption of dominance, it does not rule out either dominance or abuse thereof at 

a level lower than the threshold for market share. 

– Undertakings can even hold 90% of the market share and they may be allowed to 

continue to do so, provided they do not abuse such dominance. 

– An undertaking or undertakings having even less than 40% of share in the market 

may manifest dominance if such undertaking on its own or with other undertakings 

can act independent of its competitors, customers, consumers and suppliers and 

engage in practices which prevent, restrict, reduce or distort competition in the 

relevant market. 

– Presumption of dominance under the Ordinance has been kept at forty (40) percent 

share in the relevant market, although globally it varies between 20% to 70%. 



Prohibited Agreements

• Section 4 of CO

– Prohibit agreements or practices that restrict free trading and 
competition between business entities-- Agreements having the 
“object of preventing, restricting or reducing competition” are those 
to which the per se rule applies e.g., agreements directly affecting 
price or output are considered inherently suspect—Includes the 
repression of cartels etc.

– Obtaining individual or block exemptions with respect to prohibited 
agreements provided, it can be established that, benefits of the 
transaction outweigh its adverse effect, while allowing consumers a 
fair share of the resulting benefit.

– Unlike the MRTPO, which prohibited only “restrictive” trade 
practices resulting in unreasonable lessening of competition, the CO 
prohibits any agreement that reduces competition within the relevant 
market whether or not it is “unreasonably restrictive”.

– Additionally, penalties can also be imposed under Section 38 of the 
Ordinance. 



Deceptive Marketing Practices and Mergers

• Section 10 of CO is about Deceptive Marketing Practices

– Include practices that could result in a transaction based on incorrect or inaccurate 
information.

– aims at protecting consumer interests and enhancing consumer welfare.

– Also, enforcement provisions in the Ordinance are far more effective, as CCP is 
empowered to impose significant penalties as opposed to nominal and non-
deterring penalties under such other laws. It must also be appreciated that the 
Ordinance is by no means extraordinary in providing higher penalties as a 
deterrent against deceptive practices. 

• Section 11 of CO is about Mergers

– Is about supervising the mergers/acquisitions of undertaking(s), including 
some joint ventures. Mergers/acquisitions that are considered to threaten the 
competitive process can be prohibited altogether, or approved subject to 
conditions as deemed appropriate under the circumstances.

– Merger” means the merger, acquisition, amalgamation, combination or 
joining of two or more undertakings or part thereof into an existing 
undertaking or to form a new undertaking.

– The Ordinance stipulates ex-ante merger control procedure i.e., mandatory 
procedure for review and prior clearance of mergers and acquisitions meeting 
the thresholds specified by the CCP. 



Decisions 
of CCP

Sr. No Categories Total Section of the Act Nature of Violation

1 Deceptive Marketing Practices 46 Section 37 of the Act Deceptive Marketing Practices

2 Prohibited Agreement 30 Section 4 Unfair trading conditions, Price Fixation

3 Miscellaneous (Orders on Non-Compliance 

of Commission's Orders)

1 Section 38 of the Act For not complying with the conditions of 

earlier Order

4 Miscellaneous (Actions initiated under 

MRTPO & Disposed of under the Act by the 

Commission)

4 Section 5, 6 of the MRTPO Unreasonably restrictive trade practices

5 Miscellaneous (Interim Orders) 7 Section 10, 20  32 of the 

Act

Interim Order

6 Miscellaneous (Withdrawal of 

Complaint/Application)

2 Section 5 and 9, Regulation 

4 of the General 

Enforcement

Exemption Application under Section 5, 

Section 4 and Alleged Non-Compliance of 

Regulation 4 of the General Enforcement  

7 Miscellaneous (Exemptions) 1 Section 5 Exemption Order

8 Miscellaneous (Orders Passed Pursuant To 

High Court Directions)

3

9 Appellate Bench's Orders 6 Section 41 of the Act Price fixing

10 Abuse of Dominant Position 19 Section 3 Unfair trading conditions, price hike, 

Refusal to deal Excessive pricing, Tie-in, 

Refusal to deal etc.

11 Approval of Mergers – Ph I 353 Section 11 of the Act

12 Approval of Mergers - Ph II 9 Section 11 of the Act

CCP has issued around 481 orders as is shown by the data on their website. 362 of these are about 

the approval of mergers. Around 52 are about the deceptive marketing practices. 19 are about the 

abuse of dominant position and around 30 are about the prohibited agreements. We have taken the 

sample of 81 orders as we have complete information about these orders.  



Decisions 
of CCP

Table 5: Notices issued against the section 
Section Orders Number of Notices issued 

Under Section 4 of the Competition 

Act 2010 
Prohibited Agreement 29 

Under Section 37 of the 

Competition Act 2010 
Deceptive Marketing Practices 3 

Under Section 37(1) of the 

Competition Act 2010 
Deceptive Marketing Practices 5 

Under the provisions of Section 

37(2) of the Competition Act, 2010 
Deceptive Marketing Practices 44 

Grand Total  81 

 

Table 6: Notices Filed by 

Complaints filed by Number of Notices issued 

Associations * 6 

Citizens of Pakistan ** 10 

Companies 39 

CCP 26 

Grand Total 81 

 



Notices of CCP by Sectors

Table 7: Notices issued against the Sectors 

Sectors Number of Notices issued 

automobile 5 

Construction 2 

Contract 1 

Education 7 

electricity 1 

Exploration and production 3 

fertilizer and chemical manufacturing 5 

Financial institutions 1 

FMCG 12 

Food 9 

Health 3 

House hold products 8 

Insurance 1 

live stock 3 

Media 6 

online store 2 

Pharma 2 

Real estate 5 

Services 3 

Stock market 1 

Textile 1 

Grand Total 81 

 



Enquiries

Enquiry conclusion Number of Notices issued 

Matter needs investigation (commission may proceed the case) 68 

N/A* 7 

Not found guilty 5 

Penalty proposed 1 

Grand Total 81 

 

68 orders were forwarded for further decisions. 5 respondents not guilty. Proposed penalty in one case. 

In further investigation CCP has issued 81 orders and impose penalty against 50 complaints.

In 30 cases no penalties have been imposed while in 1 order, warning was issued.  

General guidelines are issued in 6 cases and conditional orders are issued against 7 cases



Time Cost of Decisions and Fines

Fine (in Million) Fines in millions Number of Notices issued 

0-10 73.75 56 

10-20 65 6 

20-30 90 4 

30-40 95 3 

40-50 45 1 

50-60 200 4 

60-70 64.71 1 

100-110 100 1 

140-150 140 1 

150-160 300 2 

200-210 200 1 

760-770 770 1 

Grand Total 2143.46 81 

 

Total fines in the selected cases was approximately Rs. 2143 million and most of the fines are 

ranging from Rs. 250000 to Rs 10 million. 



Conclusion

• We don’t let the Market Function in its way.

– Sugar, Wheat, Cement, Automobiles etc.

• Regulations are not necessarily producing the desired outcomes.

– Significant monitoring and enforcement cost which is a clear burden on the national treasury.

– In addition to monetary cost, we have costs associated with rent-seeking, red-tapism, cronyism 
or all the other costs associated with the abuse of regulations.

• No Private Sector

– Too Much Protection combined with faulty regulations have restricted the development of 
formal private sector. 

• Do we need Competition Commission of Pakistan?

– No, then how to control private abuse of the market in terms of externalities, overpricing, 
hoardings and so on.

– Yes, then

• Competition law and policy have to be actively promoted and nurtured. Well-designed 
and effectively implemented competition law and policy provide a level playing field, 
where economic actors can freely and fairly compete, to the ultimate benefit of the 
consumer and society.

• Enforcement of the law in true spirit will help boost the economic growth of the country.

• Inclusion of high- level professionals in enquiries can make things better.

• The CCP may also initiate different capacity building program. Highly learned 
investigations have to be initiated based on the solid economic review of cases that would 
enhance the efficiency in the CCP work. 

• Minimum Government interference, as excess of rules and regulations refrain people to 
invest in businesses.

• CCP has the role of enforcement, and it should exercise. It must act and enforce like a 
referee that aims to avoid match-fixing. 
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